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Future Vision 
Leadership in an interdependent world 
 
National programme in detail 

 
 
 

Principles of the approach 
 
The Future Vision programme will build on proven design and delivery principles developed in 
our work on the Leeds Castle Programme, Total Place projects and local engagement projects 
in localities. There are three core principles: 

 
1) Co-design 

We will develop a broad framework for the Programme at the outset. However, we work hard 
with participants to understand their particular backgrounds, contexts and interests and 
encourage them to work with us to shape the Programme to their needs. This may be in terms 
of particular personal leadership development aspirations, or in terms of the particular policy 
and delivery issues which they face. 
 
So, for example, the Programme may include greater or lesser emphasis on individual style, 
presentation and impact. And again, depending on the composition of the cohort, we could have 
a greater focus on growth, say, if there is a large number of participants from cities; or a greater 
focus on the health/social care interface , were there to be more participants from county areas. 
Timing may also play a part: a programme run in 2014 might well include some reference to 
what a post 2015 Government might do. 
  
The underlying principle, however, is that participants should have a strong say in the tone and 
content of the Programme. The principle of co-design critically also links to the boundaries for 
success/failure for this work; it’s up to the participants - if they don’t really own and engage the 
whole thing won’t work.  

 
2) There is no silver bullet 

We are very familiar with the extensive literature on leadership and welcome and value the 
diversity of knowledge already available. We are very aware, too, that many parts of the public 
sector have invested successfully in bespoke leadership frameworks which directly address the 
needs of leaders in their sectors. We see these as valuable platforms for the Future Vision 
Programme because this Programme is intended to draw participants away from their current  
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certainties and to explore and design their own approach to leadership across diverse 
communities. 
 
In short, we respect the existing leadership knowledge base, and will draw heavily upon it. But 
there is no silver bullet solution for the future. That is for leaders themselves to discover and 
create. 

 
     3)   Based in real work 

The third core principle flows from the first two: we know from experience that the most 
successful development occurs for participants when they address ‘real work’ in the 
Programme, not hypothetical scenarios or case studies (although these can prove useful in 
illuminating options and alternatives).  So we are not just offering a leadership development 
programme to participants. We want to help them design and deliver system change by 
developing leadership capability around the real and current challenges they are facing. 
 
This focus on real work will have two dimensions: the collective interest of the cohort in the 
shared issues of the day, plus an opportunity to work with, and contribute, to concurrent work on 
systemic change at local level, which we describe later as Local Vision. 
 
 
   

 
Elements of the approach 

 
The Future Vision approach has five main components: 

 Pre-design work with participants 

 Design 

 The UK Block 

 The US Block 

 Closing event. 
 

In addition, we plan to maintain dialogue with participants between the main delivery elements 
both to hear their reflections on the Programme; and also to assist them to apply the learning to 
their own circumstances. This is likely to be a combination of individual meetings, phone calls or 
one day events.  
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Pre Design work 
 
The more we know about the cohort before we start the better we can ensure we have a fit for 
purpose approach. We will know their backgrounds and career history but not so easily 
accessible is their learning styles, personality types, or level of awareness of key leadership 
concepts, such as distributed leadership or followership. Whilst a number of participants will 
have done leadership programmes, or undertaken personality profiling such as Myers-Briggs, 
others may well not have done. (Politicians typically have not – it’s not used in political 
recruitment, and few politicians have parallel careers in larger organisations where the practice 
is more common than in SMEs or owner-managed businesses).  
 
To address this we will aim to have, at a minimum; an extended telephone conversation with all 
participants, or preferably face to face meetings. These conversations will help both to better 
understand each participant and to prepare them for the design day.  
 
Arising from these conversations we can also consider what we can do to support participants if 
they are not 'there yet' in terms of personal awareness. Even (and some might say especially) 
amongst established leaders, self-awareness is not always a prominent skill. These 
conversations will also provide an opportunity to encourage participants to think about the real 
problems they are facing - with the expectation that at least some* would prepare a presentation 
of some form around this for the design day.   
 
People’s self-awareness can change, whilst their preferred learning styles are less prone to 
change. To engage the whole cohort we will ensure that we have a sufficient range of 
approaches to reflect the different learning styles in the group and effectively stretch each 
participant individually and as a collective group. 
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24 hour Design Event 
Thursday 18 - Friday 19 April, 2013  
 
We anticipate that the cohort will consist of two groups of people. The majority will have 
responsibility for local delivery, whilst there will also be a group of people responsible for 
national policy development and system design. We have in mind that participants will be, or 
commit to become, champions of system change in their place or organisation. So we expect to 
task at least some* of the cohort to present what they see as the challenges facing them.  
 
A key aim of the Design Event will be to see how collective a view we can get, as to what those 
challenges are. But we also need to at least begin the process of establishing levels of trust in 
the group which will facilitate frank contributions, and a willingness to learn. We recognise that 
this will be a disparate group and although we will have engaged with them individually before 
the Programme, much will depend on the chemistry on the day. So we will work with facilitators 
of proven experience, led by the Programme Director, David Bolger. 
 
The outcomes of the Design Event will include agreement on the cohort’s ‘rules of engagement’, 
so to speak: how they intend to work with each other and with the many and varied contributors 
they will encounter during the Programme. We will also agree the outlines of the delivery Blocks 
in the UK and the US, responding directly to the interests of the cohort. 
 
 
UK Block  
Sunday 21 - Thursday 25 July, 2013 
 
The exact format for this and the US Block will take account of what we have learned from and 
agreed at the Design Day. However there are some themes which we can take forward as part 
of the core offer: 

 

 Broadly we have three and a half days of working time on this block (and we will expect 
participants and the team to work full days including evening sessions).  

 Schematically, the Block will comprise four elements: the journey, leadership, Local Vision; 
and the collective challenge. 

 In addition to the core elements we will expect to include some context sessions (for example 
the scale of the economic challenge, or demographic change, or picture 2020).  

 We will include at least two provocateurs as early evening/dinner speakers 

 And we will  invite alumni from both the Leeds Castle and Vital Vision programmes (for example 
Sir Bob Kerslake and Councillor Sir Merrick Cockell) to begin the process of establishing an 
effective alumni approach for Future Vision. 
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Different organisations have different cultures, sometimes for purely historic reasons, but 
inevitably the culture embodies ‘how they do things around here’. To achieve systems change 
you need to get some sense of social systems - and what really happens in them. Therefore in 
the first Block we will dedicate some time to the journey from ‘I’ to ‘We’ (the cohort) to ‘They’ 
(wider social systems involving other groups). This journey will necessarily draw on a wide 
academic and practitioner literature, including systems thinkers such as Margaret Wheatley and 
Myron Rogers, through to the behavioural economists such as Daniel Kahneman, and much 
else in between. 

Secondly we will take the cohort through different ways of thinking about leadership. Professor 
Keith Grint will lead on this element working around his model of leadership, management and 
command. We will also engage Irwin Turbitt.  Irwin’s story of how he tackled Drumcree both 
roots the work Keith will do with the group in a real challenge, but also draws on contemporary 
leadership models such as Mark Moore’s public value approach, and also adaptive leadership, 
as defined by Ronald Heifetz. This provides an excellent link to the participants’ experience and 
work in Boston at the Kennedy School and MIT.  
 
Our third building block will be peer reviews of the Local Vision programmes being developed 
by some of the participants. This achieves a number of objectives. First it reminds people what 
we are trying to achieve. Secondly peers can offer a different perspective, particularly in the 
‘safe’ environment of their cohort (perhaps the reason why my colleagues in x are not as 
cooperative as you might like is that from our perspective we in y part of the system always 
have to have z as a higher priority - so if you reformulated your approach…). We also know that 
peer review provides as much learning for those who review as those who are reviewed.  
 
Fourthly we will revisit the collective challenge and seek a further iteration of it, particularly in 
preparation for the Boston trip. We think of this element as a shared Leadership Enquiry which 
permeates the whole Programme.  
 
 
 
About our UK venue 
Cumberland Lodge is an educational charity in the heart of the Great Park, Windsor  
Its Patron is The Queen, who renewed the Royal Warrant, originally signed by King George VI, granting 
the use of this seventeenth-century house for discussions aimed at the betterment of society. 
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Between blocks 
 
We will aim to establish a peer to peer coaching system, with as many members of the cohort 
as possible acting as a coach for another member. In addition we will focus support on those 
actively involved in initiating/developing Local Vision programmes. We also have in mind that a 
small number of external coaches/facilitators would be working with selected cohort members in 
the development of Local Vision programmes. 
 
The costs associated with these facilitators is not included in the core cost of the Future Vision 
programme, but is instead included in the calculation of each Local Vision programme. 
 
This mix of peer review/coaching and the professional coach/facilitator should ensure a close 
link between the national programme and the peer review/action learning about what is going on 
back in their day job environment.  
 
 
US Block 20:20 Vision  
Sunday 27 – Thursday 31 October, 2013 
 
We expect to have just over 3 days of working time for this block taking account of participants’ 
travel arrangements. 
 
We envisage that this second major Block will have 4 main elements, which will be flexed in 
response to participants’ contribution in the Design phase. 
 
1) Kennedy School focus/Centre for Public Leadership  
 
This will be structured around core sessions with a number of leading Harvard academics - in 
particular Mark Moore on Public Value and Ronald Heifetz on Adaptive Leadership. Additional 
sessions will be geared to the cohort’s expressed interests and we will be in an excellent 
position to draw on academic and practitioner expertise of the highest quality in Boston.   

 
2) Medialabs at MIT  
 
As with Vital Vision this would be an “emersion” day, using their techniques and the lab to get 
people thinking about the future and how technology might change how we do things. 
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3) Look and see  
 
The Boston visit will include one or two field trips to look at US examples of doing things 
differently/doing different things. What exactly we visit will emerge from the focus that emerges 
during the Design Day and the UK block. We expect to have sufficient lead time from the UK 
Block to make this feasible. 
 
4) Local Vision Peer Review  
 
Similarly, three months on from the UK block we would expect there to have been significant 
progress on the Local Vision projects. We therefore plan to have further peer review sessions 
(ideally with some external challenge from some US thinkers/practitioners). Arising from this we 
will also revisit the collective challenge. 
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Final day (provisionally January 2014, possibly 24hour event) 
 
In both residential blocks we have set aside time for Local Vision presentations and peer review 
of them. The focus up to this point therefore will have been strongly on what happens in real, 
local places with real, local people. We expect the final day to take place approximately two 
months on from the US block and again there should be further progress on the Local Vision 
projects to report. However, we have in mind that participants’ attention will now be directed to 
engaging with the changes required at a national policy and system design level. We hope that 
there will be an opportunity to share the cohort’s thinking and conclusions with suitable national, 
and local, figures.   

The final, formal session will be with a keynote speaker (or a keynote debate with a panel of 
speakers with different stances), and as with the launch event, this would be open to Leeds 
Castle and Vital Vision Alumni. 

The day will conclude with a dinner and a graduation event. 
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